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EDITORIAL

On behalf of the editors-in-chief and all associate editors of the Proceedings of the VLDB Endowment (PVLDB) Volume 14, it is my pleasure to present to you the final issue of this volume. PVLDB publishes papers accepted through a journal-style reviewing process from papers submitted on a year-round monthly submission schedule.

This issue of PVLDB includes 12 excellent papers, all of which went through a thorough and rigorous revision process. This issue has a broad spectrum of topics, ranging from data analytics, efficiency, optimization, privacy and security. For analytics, advances are made for time-topology analysis on temporal graphs, computing How-provenance for SPARQL queries on knowledge graphs, and modular relational analytics over heterogeneous distributed platforms. For efficiency, effective techniques are proposed for a caching system for time-series data workload, view materialization and view selection methodologies for querying knowledge graphs, and scalable and efficient approximate nearest neighbor search on high-dimension data. Proposals are presented on how to innovatively use machine learning (ML) techniques for query optimization. For security and privacy, novel techniques are proposed for a frequency-hiding order-preserving encryption with small client storage, and for determining privacy parameters in differentially private deep learning. As we can see, diverse data types are studied, including relational databases, distributed data, time series data, knowledge graphs, and temporal graphs.

Besides the research papers, this issue includes a systematic literature review of data management in microservices, and the design of a new benchmark for evaluating both classical and workload-driven database systems on modern decision support workloads (in the Experiments, Analysis & Benchmark category).

This issue also includes six abstracts for the invited Scalable Data Science Talks at VLDB. Vartak discusses the path from ML models to intelligent applications. To promote massively collaborative ML development, Vanschoren presents OpenML, an open-source initiative to create a platform that allows anyone to share datasets, machine learning pipelines, and full experiments, with rich metadata. Zaharia proposes to design production-friendly ML. Koutra discusses the benefits of using summarization techniques in graph mining and learning for faster speed and better interpretability. Finally, Feldmann showcases the Internet traffic analysis project.

We thank all authors and all reviewers for their outstanding work and dedication of striving for the highest quality for PVLDB. We hope the selected papers will provide valuable insights and inspire novel system contributions and follow-up research. All PVLDB papers published in this issue will be presented at the VLDB 2022 Conference, to be held in Sydney, Australia. We hope you will enjoy the conference, and hope that you will continue to submit your best work to PVLDB’s future issues!

Yi Chen